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Defense of a Ph.D. or D.M.E. Dissertation 
Guidelines for Chairs 

 

The last stage of a doctoral dissertation is a public defense attended by the members of the research 

committee and interested members of the Jacobs School of Music and Indiana University community. 

Defenses are scheduled through the music graduate office and take place at 4:00 p.m. during most of the 

fall and spring semesters in a classroom reserved by the graduate office. Defenses may occur in the summer when 

the Jacobs School of Music is in session, provided the entire committee is available. Committee members, 

candidates, and departments are encouraged to publicize these events to interested members of the Jacobs School of 

Music and University community and especially to consider inviting other graduate students to attend. 

The chair/research director of the candidate’s research committee supervises the defense. Here are some 

guidelines and suggestions; please feel free to consult the director of graduate studies if you have questions. 

 

1. At or just before the scheduled time of the defense, members of the committee should meet privately to 

review any issues or problems likely to come up and possibly to discuss the range of questions they expect 

to ask. (The committee could ask the candidate and guests to step outside the room or could retire for a few 

minutes.) 

 

2. Defenses typically begin with a welcome from the chair of the committee and a presentation by the 

candidate, possibly explaining how the candidate came to the topic and giving an overview of the research 

and its results. This is followed by questions on the project and topic from members of the committee (and, 

if time permits, from guests). The typical length is about 60 minutes, though it is sometimes longer. 

 

3. It is best to spend most of the time on substantive matters, leaving mechanical issues (formatting, 

typographical errors, and so on) to be taken up individually with the candidate by committee members 

immediately after the formal part of the defense. 

 

4. After questions are finished, the committee should meet privately to decide whether the defense is 

acceptable for the degree. If so, the committee is asked to: 

 

 inform and congratulate the candidate; 

 sign the provided letter to the student and return it immediately to the graduate office; 

 sign the provided form reporting on the event and return it immediately to the graduate office; 

 communicate to the candidate any changes required in the written component, possibly by providing 

marked-up copies; 

 decide whether any members of the committee need to see the revised text before binding, and inform 

the student; 

 sign all copies of the required signature page on correct paper for binding; these are supplied by the 

student (if the student is choosing the unbound paper method of final submission); 

 [PhD students only] if the student is choosing the electronic method of final submission, then sign one 

copy of the signature page for the University Graduate School (and any personal copies the student 

might want); 

 [PhD students only] sign the abstract copy (required for both electronic and bound submission options). 

5. The graduate office will take care of other paperwork (reporting a grade for dissertation hours, supplying 

the exit survey and DDM form).  

 

6. If the defense is not acceptable, the committee should inform the candidate and consult with the director of 

graduate studies about the next steps. The chair and director of graduate studies will work with the student 

to fix the problems and schedule another public defense. 

 

Please feel free to contact the director of graduate studies if you have any questions or concerns about a particular 

defense. 


